Pilot study of the Human Proteome Organisation Brain Proteome Project: applying different 2-DE techniques to monitor proteomic changes during murine brain development.
The Human Proteome Organisation Brain Proteome Project aims at coordinating neuroproteomic activities with respect to analysis of development, aging, and evolution in human and mice and at analysing normal aging processes as well as neurodegenerative diseases. Our group participated in the mouse pilot study of this project using two different 2-DE systems, to find out the optimal conditions for comprehensive gel-based differential proteome analysis. Besides the assessment of the best methodical conditions the question of "How many biological replicate analyses have to be performed to get reliable statistically validated results?" was addressed. In total 420 differences were detected in all analyses. Both 2-DE methods were found to be suitable for comprehensive differential proteome analysis. Nevertheless, each of the methods showed substantial advantages and disadvantages resulting in the fact that modification of both systems is essential. From our results we can draw the conclusions that for the future optimal quantitative differential gel-based brain proteome analyses the sample preparation has to be slightly changed, the resolution of the first as well as the second dimension has to be advanced, the number of experiments has to be increased and that the 2D-DIGE system should be applied.